Disclaimer
This website is operated by FINTECH WERKSTATT. Your use of this website confirms that
you have read and agree to the “Terms and Conditions of Use” of this website.

Terms and Conditions
1. GENERAL INFORMATION
By accessing the website www.teriwa.com/mb/#about (later referred to as “the Website”) or
using any information provided on the Website (whether for private or commercial purposes),
you must agree to the following terms and conditions. The Website belongs to the Swiss bases
TVRITIA AG, Grubenstrasse 9, 8045 Zürich and is maintained by employees and independent
specialists of MOGLI AG, Industriestrasse 47, 6300 Zug under the brand FINTECH
WERKSTATT.
2. ACCESS RESTRICTIONS
The Website contains information and documents which are neither specific to any person
(whether individual or legal entities) nor any particular jurisdiction. Persons subject to a
jurisdiction, whether by reason of residence nationality, or anything that otherwise prohibits
the publication of any of its content (for legal, tax, regulatory or any other reason) are not
permitted to access the Website. Persons to whom such restrictions apply are prohibited from
accessing the Website.
3. NO OFFER, NO RECOMMENDATION, NO ADVICE
The information and opinions published on the Website are provided for general consumption
only and do not constitute any advertisement, offer, recommendation or solicitation or
invitation to i) enter into any financial or other transaction or ii) to seek any investment, legal
and/or tax advice. The information contained in the Website is not suitable for use as a basis
for decision-making. Therefore, you are, strongly advised to consult your own personal legal,
tax and/or financial advisors before making any decision as a result of accessing this Website.
4. NO WARRANTY / GUARANTEE
Although FINTECH WERKSTATT takes all reasonable care to ensure that the information
published on the Website is correct, accurate and derives from reliable resources at the time
of its publication, FINTECH WERKSTATT takes no responsibility for all liability, direct or
indirect, completeness, correctness and accuracy of the information published on the Website.
FINTECH WERKSTATT has no particular obligation to update, delete and/or replace any outdated information on the Website. FINTECH WERKSTATT reserves the right to modify the
information contained in the Website and alter its terms and conditions at any time without
prior notice. Therefore, you are encouraged to re-read these terms and conditions from time
to time. FINTECH WERKSTATT would like to emphasize that any indication of past
performance of financial instruments and/or investment strategies published on the Website
is no indication or guarantee of future performance. Moreover, investments in financial
instruments are subject to multiple risks (including but not limited to currency risk, geographic
risk, industry risk and economic risk) and may result in a complete loss of the invested assets.
Therefore, you are strongly advised to consult with your own personal financial advisors before
making any investment in financial instruments.
5. DATA TRANSFER / MONITORING
Please be advised that FINTECH WERKSTATT can use cookies (information files stored on
your electronic device) to monitor and record the number of visitors to the Website. FINTECH
WERKSTATT may store IP addresses for administrative purposes only, to resolve host and
other server or technical problems connected to our system administrator. Such data is used

for administrative purposes only, is kept strictly confidential and in accordance with all
applicable data protection law(s).
5.1 GOOGLE ANALYTICS DISCLAIMER
This website uses Google Analytics, a web analysis service of Google Inc. (Google). Google
Analytics uses cookies, i.e. text files stored on your computer to enable analysis of website
usage by you. Information generated by the cookie about your use of this website is usually
transmitted to a Google server in the United States and stored there. In case of activated IP
anonymization on this website, however, your IP address is previously truncated by Google
within member states of the European Union or in other states which are party to the
agreement on the European Economic Area. Only in exceptional cases is a full IP address
transmitted to a Google server in the United States and truncated there. On behalf this
website’s owner, Google will use this information to evaluate your use of the website, compile
reports about website activities, and provide the website’s operator with further services
related to website and Internet usage. The IP address sent from your browser as part of
Google Analytics is not merged with other data by Google. You can prevent storage of cookies
by appropriately setting your browser software; in this case, however, please note that you
might not be able to fully use all functions offered by this website.
6. LINKS
Some links on the Website may lead to other websites of third-party providers, which are
completely beyond the control of FINTECH WERKSTATT. Accordingly, FINTECH
WERKSTATT assumes no responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or legality of the
contents of such websites, or for any offers and services contained within them.
6.1 LINKEDIN
Our websites may use plugins of the social network LinkedIn from the LinkedIn Corporation,
2029 Stierlin Court, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA (in the following called “LinkedIn”). The
LinkedIn plugins are indicated by the LinkedIn logo or the “Recommend button” on our website.
When you visit our site, the plugin creates a direct connection between your browser and the
LinkedIn server. This informs LinkedIn that you have visited our website using your IP address.
When you click on the LinkedIn “Recommend button” while logged in to your LinkedIn account,
you can link content from our website to your LinkedIn profile. In this way, LinkedIn allocates
your visit to our website to your user account. We would like to point out that, as the owner of
the website, we are not informed about the content of the data transferred or its use by
LinkedIn. See the LinkedIn Privacy Policy for details of data collection (purpose, extent, further
processing, use) as well as your rights and setting options. You can find these details under:
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
7. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
The entire content of the Website is subject to copyright protection with all rights reserved to
FINTECH WERKSTATT. You may save or print a hard copy of individual pages and/or sections
of the Website for your own private use provided that you do not remove any copyright or
other proprietary notes. Nothing on the Website shall be construed as the granting of any
license or right to use any image, trademark, logo or software published therein. Any
downloading or copying of the whole or any part of this Website shall not transfer any title in
any intellectual property rights to you. FINTECH WERKSTATT reserves all rights (in particular
with respect to copyright and trademark ownership) to all material on the Website [for the
entire international community] and will enforce its rights to the fullest extent of the applicable
law. You are not permitted to reproduce (in whole or in part), transmit (by electronic means or
otherwise), modify, link to or use the Website or its content for any public or commercial
purpose without the prior written permission by FINTECH WERKSTATT.
Photographs are our own or are sourced and bought.
8. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
FINTECH WERKSTATT and/or their boards of directors, management, employees and outside
specialist have currently or previously most likely worked on other legal or FinTech

applications, documents or organisational structures etc. for other clients that planned or
executed to file a FinTech application at FINMA.
9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
Under no circumstances shall FINTECH WERKSTATT be held liable for any direct, indirect or
consequential damages whatsoever resulting from the use of the application documents,
Website, its information, documents, forms, financial budget, guidelines, links and advice etc.
FINTECH WERKSTATT draws your attention to the possible risk of viruses and third party
attacks to your electronic devices by mere internet use (an open network) and access to the
Website. In order to combat such viruses and / or attacks it is recommended that you use the
most recent browser versions and install and regularly update antivirus software on your
electronic device(s).

